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Script Curse Of The Starving Class
These issues consist of the edited Proceedings of
the Shepard conference, organized by the BelgianLuxembourg American Studies Association and the
Free University of Brussels (VUB), which took place
in Brussels, 28-30 May 1993. It will be of interest to
undergraduates and postgraduates, professors,
critics, theater practitioners, writers and those with a
keen interest in the fields of literature, theater studies
and cultural studies.
THE STORY: The setting is a farmhouse in the
American West, inhabited by a family who has
enough to eat but not enough to satisfy the other
hungers that bedevil them. The father is a drunk; the
mother a frowzy slattern; the daughter precocious
beyo
In 1982, Sister Helen Prejean became the spiritual
advisor to Patrick Sonnier, the convicted killer of two
teenagers who was sentenced to die in the electric
chair of Louisiana’s Angola State Prison. In the
months before Sonnier’s death, the Roman Catholic
nun came to know a man who was as terrified as he
had once been terrifying. She also came to know the
families of the victims and the men whose job it was
to execute—men who often harbored doubts about
the rightness of what they were doing. Out of that
dreadful intimacy comes a profoundly moving
spiritual journey through our system of capital
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punishment. Here Sister Helen confronts both the
plight of the condemned and the rage of the
bereaved, the fears of a society shattered by
violence and the Christian imperative of love. On its
original publication in 1993, Dead Man Walking
emerged as an unprecedented look at the human
consequences of the death penalty. Now, some two
decades later, this story—which has inspired a film, a
stage play, an opera and a musical album—is more
gut-wrenching than ever, stirring deep and lifechanging reflection in all who encounter it.
Autumn, 1975: The Rolling Thunder Revue - a ragtag variety show, a travelling gypsy circus - swept
across the Northeast US. Bob Dylan helmed the
chaotic caravan, gathering a host of stars in his
wake: Joan Baez, Roger McGuinn, Ramblin' Jack
Elliott, T-Bone Burnett, Joni Mitchell and others. The
Pulitzer-Prize winning playwright Sam Shepard was
invited to write a Fellini-esque film out of the chaos.
Throughout the many moods and moments of his
travels he kept an impressionistic logbook of life on
the road, replete with poetry, sketches and intimate
accounts: This is that logbook. Updated with a
myriad of candid photographs - many never before
published - a foreword by T-Bone Burnett and a
poetical preface from Sam Shepard, The Rolling
Thunder Logbook perfectly captures the
camaraderie, isolation, head games and pill-popping
mayhem of the tour, providing a window into Dylan's
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singular talent, enigmatic charisma, and vision of
America. “The Rolling Thunder Revue was more fun
than the law allows. By a long shot. It was a bus full
of musicians and singers and painters hurtling
through the dead of night, making a movie, writing
songs, and playing some of the most incendiary,
intense, and inspired rock ‘n’ roll, before or since.”
T-Bone Burnett
Filled with wry, dark humor, and exquisitely crafted
storytelling, Shepard's plays have earned him
enormous acclaim. In these 15 one-acts, he displays
his trademark ability to portray human relationships,
love, and lust with rare authenticity.
"Exploring the theatre from the 1960s to the present,
Robert J. Andreach shows the various ways in which
the contemporary American theatre creates a
personal, theatrical, and national self." "Andreach
argues that the contemporary American theatre
creates multiple selves that reflect and give voice to
the many communities within our multicultural
society. These selves are fragmented and enclaved,
however, which makes necessary a counter
movement that seeks, through interaction among the
various parts, to heal the divisions within, between,
and among them." --Book Jacket.
Volume Four of the distinguished American Theatre:
A Chronicle of Comedy and Drama series offers a
thorough, candid, and fascinating look at the theater
in New York during the last decades of the twentieth
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century.
Examines the major paradigms that have influenced
modern English-speaking theater
"There's something about Emma's co-star on her new TV
show Coyote Hills that is irresistible. But she's sworn off onset relationships. They always end badly--don't they?"-Growing out of a series of articles written over a 15 year
period, and illustrated with over 100 photos, this volume
offers a narrowed focus examination of various performing
traditions that rely on the expressive power and imagination
of masks. It explores the redefinition of self into "other," when
the mask is worn, and examines actors and their
performances in Papua New Guinea, Orissa, India, and Bali.
Playwrights in Rehearsal is an inside look at the writer's role
in the creative process of bringing his or her words to life on
stage. Susan Letzler Cole, granted rare access to some of
the major playwrights of our time, recounts her participation in
rehearsal with Arthur Miller, Sam Shepard, Tony Kushner and
Suzan-Lori Parks, and others.
New York magazine was born in 1968 after a run as an insert
of the New York Herald Tribune and quickly made a place for
itself as the trusted resource for readers across the country.
With award-winning writing and photography covering
everything from politics and food to theater and fashion, the
magazine's consistent mission has been to reflect back to its
audience the energy and excitement of the city itself, while
celebrating New York as both a place and an idea.
One of the plays that first announced Sam Shepard as an
original voice in American theater, Tooth of Crime is his
thrillingly innovative rock drama, published here in a revised
edition that is as fresh and provocative as the original was
more than thirty years ago. An aging rock star in a world in
which entertainment and street warfare go hand in hand,
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Hoss must defend himself against Crow, a newcomer who
battles him for fame. Combining musical styles and intense
dialogue in an unconventional musical-fantasy, Tooth of
Crime riffs brilliantly on rising stars and fading legends, and
rock lived and died for.
The setting is a farmhouse in the American West, inhabited
by a family who has enough to eat but not enough to satisfy
the other hungers that bedevil them. The father is a drunk;
the mother a frowzy slattern; the daughter precocious beyond
her years; and the son a deranged idealist. As the family
decides to sell the house to raise money, the mother talks of
running off to Europe or Mexico; the father sobers up and
tries to take control; the daughter is blown up in the family
car; and the son is left brutalized and bloodied. In the end the
characters become a metaphor for the underside of American
life—benighted innocents pursuing a dream that remains
beyond their reach.
The theatre of Richard Maxwell and the New York City
Players has received significant international recognition over
the past ten years. The company has received three OBIEs,
for House (1999), Drummer Wanted (2002) and Good
Samaritans (2005). Maxwell received a Guggenheim
Fellowship in 2010 and has been commissioned by venues in
the United States, the United Kingdom, Germany, Austria, the
Netherlands, France, Belgium and Ireland. Although his
productions generate a plethora of reviews, there is a deficit
of material providing a critical and sustained engagement with
his work. The aim of this book is to provide a critical survey of
Maxwell’s work since 1992, including his early participation in
Cook County Theater Department. Touching upon the acting,
production and rehearsal processes of NYC Player’s work,
and Maxwell's representations of space, community, race,
and gender, this volume provides scholars with an important
overview of a key figure in contemporary drama.
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These three plays by Pulitzer Prize winner Sam Shepard are
bold, explosive, and ultimately redemptive dramas propelled
by family secrets and illuminated by a searching intelligence.
In The Late Henry Moss–which premiered in San Francisco,
starring Sean Penn and Nick Nolte–two estranged brothers
confront the past as they piece together the drunken fishing
expedition that preceded their father’s death. In Eyes for
Consuela, based on Octavio Paz’s classic story “The Blue
Bouquet,” a vacationing American encounters a knife-toting
Mexican bandit on a gruesome quest. And in When the World
Was Green, cowritten with Joseph Chaikin, a journalist in
search of her father interviews an old man who resolved a
generations-old vendetta by murdering the wrong man.
Together, these plays form a powerful trio from an enduring
force in American theater.
“John Winters offers a master class in literary sleuthing,
untangling the many lives and unearthing the origin story of
America’s foremost Renaissance man of letters.” —Kelly
Horan, coauthor of Devotion and Defiance With more than
fifty–five plays to his credit—including the 1979 Pulitzer
Prize–winning Buried Child, an Oscar nod for his portrayal of
Chuck Yeager in The Right Stuff, and an onscreen persona
that’s been aptly summed up as “Gary Cooper in
denim”—Sam Shepard’s impact on American theater and film
ranks with the greatest playwrights and actors of the past
half–century. Sam Shepard: A Life gets to the heart of Sam
Shepard, presenting a compelling and comprehensive
account of his life and work. In a new epilogue, added by the
author after Shepard’s untimely death in July of 2017, John
J. Winters offers a glimpse into the enigmatic author’s last
days, when very few knew he was suffering from ALS. “An
excellent biography . . . Mr. Winters is especially good on the
backstage of one of Mr. Shepard’s most frequently revived
works, True West . . . Mr. Winters has an interesting story to
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tell, and he recounts it ably, bringing us close to a figure who,
he admits, avoids intimacy.” —The Wall Street Journal “A
new, thoroughly researched biography . . . Winters does
indeed capture a personality more anxious and self–doubting
than previous biographers have grasped.” —The Washington
Post “Meticulously presents the facts of Shepard’s complex
life along with incisive descriptions and analyses of diverse
productions of Shepard’s demanding and innovative plays . .
. Winters portrays Shepard as a magnetic, enigmatic, and
multitalented artist drawing on a deep well of loneliness and
self–questioning, keen attunement to the zeitgeist, and
penetrating insight into human nature.” —Booklist (starred
review)
Understanding Sam Shepard investigates the notoriously
complex and confusing dramatic world of Sam Shepard, one
of America’s most prolific, thoughtful, and challenging
contemporary playwrights. During his nearly fifty-year career
as a writer, actor, director, and producer, Shepard has
consistently focused his work on the ever-changing American
cultural landscape. James A. Crank’s comprehensive study
of Shepard offers scholars and students of the dramatist a
means of understanding Shephard’s frequent
experimentation with language, setting, characters, and
theme. Beginning with a brief biography of Shepard, Crank
shows how experiences in Shepard’s life eventually resonate
in his work by exploring the major themes, unique style, and
history of Shepard’s productions. Focusing first on
Shepard’s early plays, which showcase highly experimental,
frenetic explorations of fractured worlds, Crank discusses
how the techniques from these works evolve and translate
into the major works in his “family trilogy”: Curse of the
Starving Class, the Pulitzer Prize–winning Buried Child, and
True West. Shepard often uses elements from his past—his
relationship with his father, his struggle for control within the
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family, and the breakdown of the suburban American
dream—as major starting points in his plays. Shepard is a
recipient of a Pulitzer Prize for Drama, eleven Obie Awards,
and a Chicago Tribune Literary Prize for Lifetime
Achievement. Augmented with an extensive bibliography,
Understanding Sam Shepard is an ideal point of entrance into
complex and compelling dramas of this acclaimed playwright.
Presents seven dark works by American playwright Sam
Shepard, which span 1968-1981 and deal with such themes
as family disturbances and the loss of American myths.
The screenplays of award-winning playwright John Patrick
Shanley have earned him a reputation as a gifted writer with
a great range and imagination. His movies Moonstruck, Five
Corners, and Joe Versus the Volcano have starred such
Hollywood luminaries as Cher--who took home an Oscar for
her performance in Moonstruck--Nicolas Cage, Jodie Foster,
John Turturro, Meg Ryan, and Tom Hanks. This collection
showcases Shanley's talent for creating dialogue that is true
to his characters and his ability to tell their stories in eccentric
and intensely humorous situations.
THE STORY: Father Tim Farley, a lover of the good things in
life, is comfortably ensconced as priest of a prosperous
Catholic congregation. Without realizing it, he has resorted to
flattering his parishioners and entertaining them with sermons
that
A gruff, affecting and funny play by Sam Shepard. Byron and
Ames are old friends, reunited by mutual desperation. Over
bourbon on ice, they sit, reflect and bicker until fifty years of
love, friendship and rivalry are put to the test at the barrel of a
gun.
First Published in 1996. Part of a series of ‘Studies in
Modern Drama’, Volume 7 This volume Studies in Modern
Drama collects essays on contemporary theatre which reveal
the changing face of the world, as well as challenges to the
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boundaries of traditional stage production. Authors examine
familiar texts in new settings, discovering what editor Judy
Lee Oliva calls “the effect of cultural- specific gestures,
stances and the nuance of words,” so that audiences and
critics are forced to recognize stereotypes and re-evaluate
older critical methods. Topics range from directing gay and
working-class theatre in Scotland to producing American and
British drama in Holland, Belgium, and Poland. New voices in
the theatre are heard, and old ones are put to new tests.
What remains is the power of performance to inspire
emotional and intellectual response. Writers, directors,
costume designers, producers, and critics provide an
uncommon range of perspectives to the changing roles of
theatre in an increasingly global community.
(Applause Books). Compiled by Mel Gussow, this collection
of sideshow American and international theatre includes:
Deeply American Roots (Sam Shepard) * The Man Who
Made Theatre Ridiculous (Charles Ludlam) * From the City
Streets, a Poet of the Stage (Miguel Pinero) * The Clark Kent
of Modern Theatre (Robert Wilson) * Speaks the Language of
Illusion (Martha Clarke) * The Lonely World of Displaced
Persons (Lanford Wilson) * A Virtuoso Who Specializes in
Everything (Michael Gambon) * Actress, Clown, and Social
Critic (Whoopi Goldberg) * Comedy, Tragedy and Mystical
Fantasy (Peter Brook) * Celebrating the Fallen World
(Richard Foreman).

#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • ONE OF TIME
MAGAZINE’S 100 BEST YA BOOKS OF ALL TIME The
extraordinary, beloved novel about the ability of books to
feed the soul even in the darkest of times. When Death
has a story to tell, you listen. It is 1939. Nazi Germany.
The country is holding its breath. Death has never been
busier, and will become busier still. Liesel Meminger is a
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foster girl living outside of Munich, who scratches out a
meager existence for herself by stealing when she
encounters something she can’t resist–books. With the
help of her accordion-playing foster father, she learns to
read and shares her stolen books with her neighbors
during bombing raids as well as with the Jewish man
hidden in her basement. In superbly crafted writing that
burns with intensity, award-winning author Markus
Zusak, author of I Am the Messenger, has given us one
of the most enduring stories of our time. “The kind of
book that can be life-changing.” —The New York Times
“Deserves a place on the same shelf with The Diary of a
Young Girl by Anne Frank.” —USA Today DON’T MISS
BRIDGE OF CLAY, MARKUS ZUSAK’S FIRST NOVEL
SINCE THE BOOK THIEF.
Sam Shepard is one of America's most prolific
dramatists, as well as a screenplay writer, memoirist,
and successful film actor. His irreverent, satirical, and
nostalgic treatment of American popular culture has
attracted a cult following as well as the re
A Brief History of American Literature offers students and
general readers a concise and up-to-date history of the
full range of American writing from its origins until the
present day. Represents the only up-to-date concise
history of American literature Covers fiction, poetry,
drama and non-fiction, as well as looking at other forms
of literature including folktales, spirituals, the detective
story, the thriller and science fiction Considers how our
understanding of American literature has changed over
the past twenty years Offers students an abridged
version of History of American Literature, a book widely
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considered the standard survey text Provides an
invaluable introduction to the subject for students of
American literature, American studies and all those
interested in the literature and culture of the United
States
Pulitzer Prize winner Sam Shepard’s latest play is an
uproarious, brilliantly provocative farce that brings the
gifts of a quintessentially American playwright to bear on
the current American dilemma. Frank and Emma are a
quiet, respectable couple who raise cows on their
Wisconsin farm. Soon after they agree to put up Frank’s
old friend Haynes, who is on the lam from a secret
government project involving plutonium, they’re visited
by Welch, an unctuous government bureaucrat from hell.
His aggressive patriotism puts Frank, Emma, and
Haynes on the defensive, transforming a heartland
American household into a scene of torture and
promoting a radioactive brand of conformity with a
dangerously long half life.
In this book Arnold Berleant develops a bold alternative
to the eighteenth-century aesthetic of disinterestedness.
Centering on the notion of participatory engagement in
the appreciation of art, he explores its appearance in art
and in aesthetic perception, especially during the past
century. Aesthetic engagement becomes a key, both on
historical and theoretical grounds, to making intelligible
our experiences with both contemporary and classical
arts. In place of the traditional aesthetic that enjoins the
appreciator to adopt a contemplative attitude, distancing
the art object in order to ensure its removal from practical
uses, Art and Engagement examines the ways in which
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art entices us into intimate participation in its workings.
Beginning with the historical and theoretical
underpinnings of the idea of engagement, Berleant
focuses on how engagement works as a force in different
arts. Successive chapters pursue its influence in
landscape painting, architecture and environmental
design, literature, music, dance, and film. Art and
Engagement argues forcefully for the originality and
power of aesthetic perception. Demolishing the
conceptual barriers erected by the Western world’s
limiting tradition, the book discloses the condition of
engagement that has always been present when our
aesthetic encounters have been most effective and
suggests a new direction for aesthetic inquiry.
A Study Guide for Sam Shepard's "Curse of the Starving
Class," excerpted from Gale's acclaimed Drama For
Students. This concise study guide includes plot
summary; character analysis; author biography; study
questions; historical context; suggestions for further
reading; and much more. For any literature project, trust
Drama For Students for all of your research needs.
A newly revised edition of an American classic, Sam
Shepard’s Pulitzer Prize—winning Buried Child is as
fierce and unforgettable as it was when it was first
produced in 1978. A scene of madness greets Vince and
his girlfriend as they arrive at the squalid farmhouse of
Vince’s hard-drinking grandparents, who seem to have
no idea who he is. Nor does his father, Tilden, a hulking
former All-American footballer, or his uncle, who has lost
one of his legs to a chain saw. Only the memory of an
unwanted child, buried in an undisclosed location, can
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hope to deliver this family from its sin.
This illustrated volume covers the career of Sam
Shepard, the provocative American playwright,
scriptwriter, actor, and director, through an introductory
survey followed by in-depth analyses of representative
selections from the one-acts (Action, States of Shock),
experimental collaborations with Joseph Chaikin
(Savage/Love), and by now classic family plays (Buried
Child, A Lie of the Mind). It ranges from Shepard's
unpublished adaptation of Marlowe's Doctor Faustus
through the textual variants and political context of
Operation Sidewinder to Robert Altman's movie version
of Fool for Love, besides offering brief comparisons with
fellow dramatists (Albee and Beckett) and visual artists
(Edward Weston, Marsden Hartley). Several
performance analyses supplement the textual criticism
and provide a sample of European directorial
approaches. Together, these takes offer a composite
picture of an artist whose output over the past forty years
has turned him into a figurehead of twentieth century
drama, studied and produced all over the world with a
keen eye for his idiosyncratic and critical view of what it
means to be American.
Set within the netherworld of thoroughbred racing, this
hair-raisingly funny new play by the Pulitzer Prizewinning author of True West explores the classical
themes of memory, loyalty, and restitution. Simpatico
launches readers into regions where high society meets
the low life, and where, as one of the main characters
observes, "someone is cutting someone else's throat."
THE STORY: Involves two desperate families connected
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by the marriage of the son of one (Jake) to the daughter
of the other (Beth). As the play begins Beth, braindamaged from a savage beating that Jake has given her,
is being tended by her parents,
Sally lives with her mysterious family in a cavernous
home overlooking Los Angeles. When a visitor arrives,
Sally’s dark secrets—and the secrets of those around
her—threaten to come to light.
THE STORY: The scene is a stark motel room at the
edge of the Mojave Desert. May, a disheveled young
woman, sits dejectedly on a rumpled bed while Eddie, a
rough-spoken rodeo performer, crouches in a corner
fiddling with his riding gear. When he at
Few American playwrights have exerted as much
influence on the contemporary stage as Sam Shepard.
His plays are performed on and off Broadway and in all
the major regional American theatres. They are also
widely performed and studied in Europe, particularly in
Britain, Germany and France, finding both a popular and
scholarly audience. In this collection of seventeen
original essays, American and European authors from
different professional and academic backgrounds
explore the various aspects of Shepard's career - his
plays, poetry, music, fiction, acting, directing and film
work. The volume covers the major plays, including
Curse of the Starving Class, Buried Child, and True
West, as well as other lesser known but vitally important
works. A thorough chronology of Shepard's life and
career, together with biographical chapters, a note from
the legendary Joseph Chaikin, and an interview with the
playwright, give a fascinating first-hand account of an
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exuberant and experimental personality.
Explores the emotional responses of audiences to
neurodiverse characters and non-human animals on
stage to question the boundaries of the human
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